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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Webb EIM 08.00.12.1 

 GÅNY-9QXAJP - If you blocked the account for Preliminary coded supplier invoices, an error during import 
of supplier invoice occurred. The error also occurred during final coding (if you had blocked the account 
after the import). Now you can block the Preliminary coded supplier invoices account if you don’t use 
Preliminary coding. 

 GÅNY-9W8GVW - It wasn’t possible to change tabs on a Deleted supplier invoice. 

 MZEL-A3YAXM - News: MONITOR Webb EIM is also translated to Norwegian and Finnish. 

 GÅNY-9QSD9A - If you use Management accounting and had selected to display Order numbers on 
inventory accounts, the Order numbers weren’t displayed in the accounting. 

 GÅNY-9ZTAJ7 - News: Now is the price each for P-parts written to the Inventory log, this make the FIFO calculations for 
these parts correct. 

 GÅNY-A3WH46 - If you had Terms of payment with Cash discount on a supplier, date and percentage for the discount 
loaded on the invoice during import. It was only loaded during manual registration of the invoice. 

 GÅNY-A45G4G - News: A new button Forward is added for the invoices. This button is not activated as long as you 

haven’t selected any signer on the Edit authorization list tab. The button is activated when you have selected a signer, if 

you press the button Forward, the invoice will retain its status but forwarded to the selected signer. The case history will 

get the log post The case was forwarded. If you place the cursor over the active button, a tooltip with the text The case 

will be forwarded to the next signer, without being authorized will be displayed. If you have several signers 
selected, you can change the order of them with the arrow buttons or with the drag and drop function. It is possible to 
forward invoices with following status: Purchase order missing, Arrival not found, Part missing and Authorize. Invoices that 
only are forwarded will not be sent to the Head signer for the user that had forwarded the invoice. 

 MZEL-A46HCV - News: We have added arrow buttons on the Users added under the heading Selected signers on the 

Edit authorization list tab, so you can change authorization order easily. You can also change the authorization order 
with the drag and drop function. 

 GÅNY-9SQAEY - Warehouse Management doesn’t work exactly the same way as in MONITOR, because Web EIM 
doesn’t take any notice to which Warehouse you are logged on to. To get correct Warehouse for your Expense invoices, 
there has to be a link between a Cost center and a Warehouse. If there is no link, all Expense invoices will be coded on 
Warehouse 1. (Warehouse Management is a supplement in MONITOR.) 

 GÅNY-9G8HAH – News: When importing supplier invoices a check is now made of the number of days in the payment 
term against the number of days between the invoice date and due date in the file. The check is primarily made against the 
payment term on the linked order and secondarily against the supplier’s payment term. If the difference is greater than the 

allowed difference in days entered in system settings, the invoice will be “stuck” in status To authorize. A red frame is 
then shown around the payment term under the Invoice tab to mark why the invoice got stuck. 

 GÅNY-9VL9VR - News: Now it’s possible to change signer directly in the Inbox. If you click on the Signer on the invoice 
row, a list with available signers is display, select signer and press OK. The Inbox is reloaded and the invoice has correct 
signer. You can also change signer on invoices with following status: Purchase order missing, Arrival not found, Part 

missing and Authorize. The case history will get the log post The case was forwarded. 
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